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Inner Traditions Bear and Company, United States, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd Revised
edition. Language: English . Brand New Book. An exploration of humanity s age-old fascination with
Sirens - Explains the Sirens half-human, half-animal bodies as a metaphor for the psychological
challenge that their myth has always embodied - Fully illustrated in color with works by Rubens,
Bosch, Munch, Magritte, and others Their celestial voices drove mast-lashed Ulysses nearly out of
his mind with libidinous promises as they beckoned him ever-closer to paradise--or a rocky death.
With womanly torsos and animal lower halves, usually birds or fish, Sirens have long been symbols
of the lure of desire--the feminine, as seducer--beckoning men to mystery beyond their ken, or to
disaster. This book is both a celebration of Sirens and an examination of the psychology of
dichotomy--the diametrically opposed drives and inherent conflicts underlying this female
archetype. Since antiquity, Sirens and their mermaid sisters have maintained an ongoing affair of
the heart with humanity s greatest writers and artists. Sirens play important roles in the classical
writings of Homer and Euripides, as well as in the modern works of James Joyce, Oscar Wilde, W. B.
Yeats, and many others. Matching these...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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